
GENERAL INFORMATION Pads catalogue

1. CHARACTERISTICS

The pad is certainly the most important and critical element in pad printing. It takes the ink from
the plate and deposits it on the object to be printed. During this operation it must guarantee that
the characteristics and the quality of the graphics to be transferred are kept. In order to work in a
perfect manner, the pads must fulfil certain chemical and physical requirements which guarantee
their operation in the long term.
For the production of its pads TOSH has developed a series of rubbers with characteristics guaranteeing
the following:
- high mechanical resistance and excellent chemical resistance for longer pad life;
- correct surface tension for a perfect ink collection and transfer;
- optimal deviation of electrostatic charges for a print without defects;
- very smooth and uniform surface finishing for a clearer print.
Each single TOSH pad is produced in 3 rubber types with different quality, hardness and resistance
characteristics.

KINDS OF RUBBER

WHITE RUBBER
Basic hardness 14 Shore A. This kind of rubber is recommended when soft pads have to be used. These pads are suitable for printing
on large objects which are not very rigid and have highly irregular and convex surfaces. This rubber has the best chemical resistance.
The pads made of this type of rubber are particularly suitable for machines with a reduced printing strength.
The white rubber is produced in two standard harness always available in stock::
White rubber, Hardness A   (corresponding to 0° Shore A)
White rubber, Hardness B   (corresponding to 2° Shore A)

YELLOW RUBBER
Basic hardness 23 Shore A. This kind of rubber is recommended when a high degree of† clarity is required, like, for example, in the
case of halftone or four-colour process printing. It is useful when a higher quantity of ink is necessary as it is able to take up a higher
amount of ink from the plate, compared with other rubbers.
It is the rubber that has the better chemical resistance, mostly to catalyst. The yellow rubber is produced in three standard hardness
always available in stock:
Yellow rubber, Hardness A   (corresponding to 1° Shore A)
Yellow rubber, Hardness B   (corresponding to 5° Shore A)

GREY RUBBER
Basic hardness 32 Shore A. It is the rubber with the best coefficient of elasticity, lengthening and tearing  resistance. Similar to  red
rubber it is also suggested for the print on objects where  the maximum rubber extension is required. It is indispensable  for object
wrapping up and length of the pad.
The grey rubber is produced in four standard hardness always available in stock:
Grey rubber, Hardness A    (corresponding to 6° Shore A)
Grey rubber, Hardness B     (corresponding to 10° Shore A)
Grey rubber, Hardness S80 (corresponding to 3° Shore A)
Grey rubber, Hardness S100 (corresponding to 1° Shore A)

RED RUBBER
Basic hardness 35 Shore A. This rubber guarantees the best relation between printing quality and mechanical resistance. It is
recommended for printing graphics with particularly thin lines and for particularly precise printing. It is indispensable in order to
guarantee very long pad life when this is used on highly irregular surfaces
The red rubber offers the largest hardness range without modify its high quality level .It is produced in four standard hardness always
available in stock:
Red rubber, Hardness A       (corresponding to 6° Shore A)
Red rubber, Hardness B       (corresponding to 12° Shore A)
Red rubber, Hardness S80   (corresponding to 3° Shore A)
Red rubber, Hardness S100 (corresponding to 1° Shore A)

Note: On the basis of specific production requirements TOSH produces rubber with non-standard hardness:
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HARDNESS TABLE

Shore A Kind of rubber

0° White A

1° Yellow A, Red S100, Grey S100

2° White B 

3° Yellow S40 (*), Red S80, Grey S80

6° Red A, Grey A

8° Red S55 (*), Grey S55 (*)

10° Grey B, Red S45 (*)

12° Red B, Grey S30 (*)

Nota: Higher is the hardness level, harder is the pad.

The rubbers hardness S identifiable with (*) are produced on specific required

2. PADS USE AND STORAGE INSTRUCTIONS

New pads or pads which have not worked a lot usually have an excessive amount of oil on their surfaces. This makes them ink repellent.

It is therefore necessary to remove this oil in order to print correctly. This can be done in the initial phase by using soft paper dampened

with the TAV thinner. This thinner has been especially developed by TOSH in order to degrease the pad without chemically attacking

its print surface. If after this operation oil still remains on the surface and the pad still does not take up the ink from the plate, we

recommend using a very small amount of the thinner foreseen for the ink being used. It is important non to exceed in the use of

this thinner as prolonged use will rapidly damage the pad surface. During the normal working cycle the pad can be cleaned with

common sticky tape and sporadically with the TAV thinner.

When pads have to be used for several days in succession, we recommend to let them rest after a working cycle of eight hours and

to roll them together with others which have the same shape in order to make them last longer. This resting allows the rubber to

regain the physical characteristics it looses during the working cycle. †† We would like to point out again that a pad with a mass which

is not proportional to the dimensions of graphics and to the object shape undergoes excessive compression which noticeably reduces

its life. Pads should be stored far from heat sources and in closed cabinets in order to avoid contact with dust and sunlight. Spread

some silicon oil onto the printing surface of the pad.

With a pad it is possible to obtain from 50.000 to 100.000 print. This depends from  the print quality requested and of the kind of

the ink utilized. The expected length is longer if  mono-components inks are used ; shorter with bi-components inks.

Also the dimension, the shape and the hardness of the pad as the surface of the object (straight or rough) influence  the length of

expectation. In  case of  objects to print with extreme angles or extreme curvatures the pad can be physically damaged after more

than 1.000/5.000 prints. Other factors that have influence on the pad length  printing speed, the high number of continuous working

time, the  mechanic  stress and the aggressive thinners.
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3. HOW TO CHOOSE THE PAD

In order to choose the right pad it is necessary to have a deep knowledge of the printing process. The choice has to be made taking
the following factors into consideration:
- the dimensions and the type of graphics to be printed;
- the shape of the surface of the object to be printed;
- the type of ink to be used;
- the type of engraving in the plate;
- the pad printing machine available.

The pad has a typical pointed shape on a round base.
The pointed shape is necessary in order to correctly take up the ink from the
engraving in the plate and to avoid air bubbles which would compromise print quality
(see illustration 1).
Pads with sharper edges are generally used for flat surfaces, while pads with rounded
profiles are used for convex surfaces (see illustration 2-3)
The ideal contact angle between the object surface and the pad surface lies between
20∞ and 50∞ (see illustration 2). A pad with a suitable height compresses itself
easier than a lower one limiting deformations in a better way.
It is therefore recommended that the pad dimensions are 30% larger than the†
graphics to be printed.

In general terms the following rules are valid:
• a pad with a lower contact angle than indicated compromises print quality;
• a pad with wrong dimensions increases the print deformation and compromises
its life.

The best print quality can be obtained with hard pads. Compared with a soft pad,
with the same engraving depth, a hard pad can take up a thicker layer of ink and
guarantee better coverage. Softer pads are suitable for large printing surfaces,
rounded surfaces and fragile objects. It is important to consider that the pad can
be compressed only to a certain point. If compression is excessive, the pad tends
to "skid" on the piece and produces blurs on the print.
Further factors to be taken into consideration:
• bar pads are used for thin and long prints;
• revolving pads with square or rectangular base are generally used in order to
reduce the area of the plate or to reduce the use of space when many shapes are
used at the same time.

The point of the pad is always a critical area, especially where engravings are not
screened. In general the point must always find itself outside the engraving. If ,
for special reasons, it is necessary to make the point fall onto† the engraving;
this latter must at least be screened and the pad point rounded. A pad with an
excessively pointed shape† (high contact angle >50∞) on a non screened engraving
would create high pressure and uneven taking up of the ink layer. On the contrary,
a pad with a very flat shape (low contact angle <20∞) would take up the ink layer
with air gaps. Screening the engraving and choosing a pad with† an average contact
angle and a sharp point could help to solve these problems. It is therefore important
to have a wide range of pads with different forms, rubbers and hardnesses such
as the range offered in the TOSH catalogue. This makes the pad printer's life†
easier when choosing the most appropriate pad
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